
BONFIRE GATHERING
Igniting passion and growing the game ecosystem in Thailand.

Internship Opportunity at BONFIRE GATHERING

Location: Rama 3, Bangkok

Reports To: Functional Lead

Job Type: Internship

About Us:

BONFIRE GATHERING is a new and dynamic player in the game industry, led by Oat Pramote

Pathan, committed to delivering immersive gaming experiences to players. We are dedicated

to fostering innovation and creativity in the world of gaming. At BONFIRE GATHERING, we

value passion, teamwork, and a relentless pursuit of excellence.

Internship Overview:

We are excited to offer internship opportunities for individuals who are passionate about the

gaming industry and eager to gain practical experience. As an intern at BONFIRE GATHERING,

you will have the opportunity to work closely with our dedicated teams and contribute to our

mission.

Available Internship Positions:

1. Product Team Intern

● Responsibilities: Assisting the product team in game development, testing, and project

management. You will have the chance to contribute to the creation of immersive

gaming experiences.

● Qualifications: Enthusiasm for gaming, strong problem-solving skills, and the ability

to work collaboratively.

2. Marketing Team Intern

● Responsibilities: Supporting marketing campaigns, social media management, and

community building. You will be an integral part of our marketing efforts and learn

about player engagement.

● Qualifications: Strong communication skills, a passion for online marketing, and

creativity in content creation.

3. Graphic Design, Video Editing, and Motion Graphics Intern
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● Responsibilities: Assisting the graphic design and video editing team in creating

visual content for game promotion.

● Qualifications: Proficiency in graphic design (Adobe Photoshop) and video editing

software (Adobe Premiere Pro / After Effects), a keen eye for detail, and a strong

creative drive.

Internship Duration: Flexible

Benefits:

● Gain practical experience in your chosen field within the gaming industry.

● Collaborate with experienced professionals and learn from their expertise.

● Contribute to the success of BONFIRE GATHERING and work on exciting gaming

projects.

● Networking opportunities with gaming enthusiasts and professionals.

How to Apply:

To apply for an internship at BONFIRE GATHERING, please send your resume to

career@bonfiregathering.com. Please specify "Internship Application" and area of

interest (Product team, Marketing team, or Graphic Design, Video Editor or Motion Graphics)

in the subject line.

Why BONFIRE GATHERING?

At BONFIRE GATHERING, we offer an exciting and dynamic work environment where your

passion for gaming is highly valued. Join us and be part of a small and agile team that creates

memorable gaming experiences for players in the Thai market. Shape the direction of our

games and make a significant impact in the gaming industry.
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